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So you want to write a fugue?
You've got the urge to write a fugue,
You've got the nerve to write a fugue,
So go ahead and write a fugue that we can try.

Pay no heed to what we've told you,
Give no mind to what we've told you,
Just forget all that we've told you,
And the theory that you've read.
For the only way to write one,
Is just to plunge right in and write one.
So just forget the rules and write one,
Have a try, yes, try to write a fugue.

So just ignore the rules and try,
And the fun of it will get you,
And the joy of it will fetch you.
It's a pleasure that is bound to satisfy.
So why not have a try?
You'll decide that John Sebastian,
Must have been a very personable guy.

But never be clever for the sake of being clever.
For a canon in inversions is a dangerous illusion
And a bit of augmentation is a certain temptation.
While a stretto diminution is an actual solution.
Never be clever for the sake of being clever
For the sake of showing off.

It's rather awesome, isn't it?
And when you're finished writing it,
I think you'll find great joy in it (hope so)...
Well, nothing ventured nothing gained they say...
But still it is rather hard to start.
Let us try.

Right now?
We're going to write a fugue right now!

The composer suggests that the text as presented here should be published in the program, whenever possible, when the work is performed. Performing groups may do so, provided the notice “Copyright 1964, by G. Schirmer, Inc., Reprinted by permission.” appears on such reprint.
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So you want to write a fugue? — You've got the urge to write a fugue, — You've got the nerve to write a...
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Go ahead and write a

So go ahead and write a fugue, and write a

Come, write a fugue, come along and write a

fugue for singing. Pay no heed to what we've

fugue that we can sing. Come, write a good fugue.

fugue for singing. Come, write a good fugue.
Give no mind to what we've told you.
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Come, write a good fugue.

Come, write a good fugue.

Come, write a good fugue.

Come, write a good fugue.

Give no heed to what we've mind to what we've told you.

Come, write a good fugue.

Come, write a fugue that we can sing.
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Give no heed to what we've
Come, write a good fugue, come, write a good fugue. Come, write a fugue that
what we've told you, what we've
told you,
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we can sing. Oh, come, come, come and write one.
Come, write a fugue that we can sing. Come, write a fugue that we can sing.
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get all that we've told you

we can sing. Come, write a fugue that we can sing.
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and the theory that you've read, the theory
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that you've read. Pay no mind, give no heed to what we've

sing. Come, for the only way to
Pay no mind, give no heed to what we've told you. Pay no
told you. Oh, give no mind to what we've said. Pay no mind, give no
told you.

write one is just to plunge right in and write one. So just for-

mind to what we've told you, what we've said. Come and

heed to what we've told you, what we've said.
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get the rules, and write one. Have a try, have a try, have a
write one. Oh, do come and write one, oh, the only way to write one is just to plunge right in and try. Plunge right in, have a try. Try to write one. Yes, try to write a

write us a fugue. Yes, write a fugue that we can write one. So just forget the rules and write one. Have a fugue. Have a try, plunge right in and write one. Yes, just forget all_
For the only way to try, have a try, have a try.

that we've told you. Yes, plunge right in, have a try, and write one.

on - ly way to write one is just to plunge right in and write one is just to plunge right in and write one. So just for-

Yes, plunge right in, have a try. Oh yes! Why
write one. So just get the rules and write one, have a try.

get the rules and write one. Why don't you have a try?
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don't you? Why don't you write a fugue

For the

only way to

For the

only way to write one is to plunge right in and write one. Just ig

now?
The only way to write one is just to plunge right in and ignore the rules and try. And the fun of it will get you, and the joy of it will fetch you. It's a pleasure that is bound to satisfy.
pleasure that is bound to satisfy, to satisfy. So why don't you try? For the only way to write one is to plunge right in. Just ig
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And the fun of it will get you, And the joy of it will

fun of it will get you, And the joy of it will fetch you. You'll de

fun of it will get you, Joy of it will fetch you.
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You'll decide that John Sebastian must have
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been a very personable, been a very personable

personable guy.
clever for the sake of being clever, For a canon in in-

And a bit of augmentation is a dangerous diversion. A bit of augmentation.
ta-tion is a se-ri-ous tempt-a-tion, While a stret-to dim-in-
ta-tion is a se-ri-ous tempt-a-tion.

u-tion, is an ob-vi-ous so-lu-tion, While a stret-to, stret-to
stret-to diminution is a very, very obvious solution.

never be clever For the sake of being clever, For the
sake of showing off.

Never be clever for the sake of showing
But never be clever for the sake of being

So you want to write a fugue? You've got the
clever, for the sake of show

urge to write a fugue. You've got the nerve to write a
No, never be clever for the

fugue. So go-ahead and try to write one, try to write one.

sake of being clever. But do try to write a

So you want to write a fugue—You've got the

Write us a good fugue, one that we can sing. Oh,
fugue that we can sing, that we can urge to write a fugue.
You've got the nerve to write a come and try. Oh, why don't you

sing. Just write a fugue that we

fugue. You've got the urge to write a fugue that we can try? Oh, won't you try to write one we can
— can sing. — Now, why don't you try to write one?

Now, why don't you write a sing. So write a fugue that we can sing. Why don't you try to write one?

sing? Yes, come,

Try to write a fugue for sing-ing.

fugue, why don't you try to write one?

Write a fugue that we can sing.

let's try.
Write us a fugue that we can sing. Come along now.

Write a fugue that we can sing. Now come along.

Write us a fugue right now.
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It's rather awesome, isn't it?

And when you've finished writing it I think you'll find a great joy in it.
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(Hope so.) Well, nothing ventured nothing gained, they say. But still it

Well?

Yes.

Well?

Why not?

Well?

Yes.

is rather hard to start. Let us try. Right now?
Now we're going to write a fugue.

Now we're going to write a fugue.

Now we're going to write a fugue right now.

write a good one.

We're going to write a fugue right now.

write a good one.